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2020 Vintage Report
Vintage 2020 will go down in history for being one of the most unusual vintages. Usually the vintage brings
excitement with growers and wineries busy and there is a real buzz about things, but this year we are left
complexed and even more isolated.
I always mention to people that I absolutely love vintage, but it is a time for us that we are in our own little bubble, with
head down trying to concentrate on getting fruit in, wines processed and trying to remember to feed our children. At this
time of the year we hardly see anyone apart from growers, but this year there is not that jovial catch up in the supermarket
to see what stage everyone is at and what they think of the quality of the vintage.
For the first time in the Yelland & Papps history we have completely wrapped up vintage 2020 by 30th March. All wines
have fermented dry, malolactic fermentations have all gone through, wines are all in barrels and everything is cleaned and
packed away.
After an unusual growing season which included a dry winter and spring, isolated frosts, strong winds at flowering, severe
heat conditions and bush fires in nearby neighbouring regions, we started vintage with our first pick of Vermentino on 20th
of February. Picking two blocks on the same day, caused for a pretty hectic day but glad to get this off at this time. Our
first block from the Mader family at Light pass was handpicked in the morning and dropped off before lunch. Nice to have
this picked on a cool day this vintage. The second block was from a new grower (Ant) and Michael was in the vineyard all
day helping pick, co-ordinate pickers and delivering the fruit to the winery. I spent the day in the winery rotating
Vermentino parcels through the cool room to keep the fruit cool ready for pressing the following day. The Mader block
was destemmed and crushed with a portion going straight to tank to ferment on skins for Second Take Vermentino and
the balance basket pressed to tank for cold settling prior to racking to tank for ferment. Halfway through ferment this was
barrelled down to some French oak puncheons to finish fermenting. The Ant block was treated very similar to the Mader
block except for the skin contact ferment. YP Vermentino

Once we started with processing the Vermentino, Michael and Campbell went out for another drive around all the
vineyards to get fruit samples. Returning to the winery and after tasting and testing for sugar and acids, we realised that
nearly everything was ready to pick apart from a few later ripening varieties. In a normal vintage with volume we would
never be able to pick everything at once as we would never have the room in the winery. But this vintage volume was
down 40% on average so we made the decision to call everything that was ready in and have a week of pure craziness,
which called for a family pizza night in the winery and kids to help. This is what we refer to as ‘Hell Week’.
We started reds with the first parcel of shiraz coming in on 25th of February. The Sonntag block of Shiraz is the backbone
of the Second Take Shiraz and we handpicked this at 13.4 Baume with some amazing flavour. This fruit is separated into
a larger portion, 50% whole bunch and 50% destemmed, in one fermenter and a smaller portion 100% whole bunch to
two Saint Martin fine grain medium toast French oak puncheons for fermentation. The fruit fermented in barrel for around
14 days before hand digging out the puncheons, running it through our destemmer, basket pressing and then then back
to puncheons. The larger fermenter sat for 10 days with gentle pump overs, before being dug out, ran through the
destemmer and basket pressed into French oak puncheons.

The 27th of February was our biggest day of vintage (the start of Hell week) with 5 blocks being picked. Our home estate
Shiraz block was handpicked and the first to come in. This parcel of fruit in the past has been a blend component for our
wines, but for the second year this has really impressed us and is now a larger component of some of our higher end
wines. We have spent more time in this vineyard over the past couple of years and it is becoming healthier and we are
seeing an improvement in fruit quality every year even in difficult growing seasons. Our estate vineyard has been
organically operated (not certified) for nearly ten years. Two barrels of 100% whole bunch and the rest foot stomped.
Second Take Shiraz/YP Shiraz
This year the grafted Roussanne and owns roots Roussanne blocks were picked on the same day. These are usually
picked sperate with one being an earlier pick and one slightly later so we can get exactly the flavours and balance we are
after. This year this seemed to be best picked at the same time and we were not risking the Roussanne out there for
another week as sugar levels seemed to be rising quicker than usual with the lack of water and smaller crops. Placed in
the cool room overnight, destemmed, crushed, and basket pressed with the free run juice straight to a Saint Martin
perspex head puncheon and remaining free run and pressings to tank and once fermented put to barrel.
Second Take Roussanne/Devote Roussanne
The Divine Shiraz parcel which is some of the best Shiraz fruit we bring in, also was handpicked on the same day, we
destemmed the fruit and hand jugged whole berries into two brand new Saint Martin French oak puncheons for a whole
berry ferment. This wine fermented in puncheons for over two weeks before emptying and pressing off and returned to
the original puncheons.

On the same day we took a new block of Shiraz from the
same grower. The vineyard was planted in the same year
as the Divine block and just a stone’s throw apart. We have
seen this fruit for the last few years and was keen to get
some of this exceptional vineyard. As this was just a tiny
parcel of fruit, it was destemmed and fermented. Once
fermented dry, it was dug out, basket pressed and put to
2nd fill French oak puncheons.
28th of February saw Michael and myself hand pick our
small home block of Roussanne. We planted these vines
back in 2011 and what vines are left are now producing well
and starting to look really smart. With being quite busy over
the years and our time restricted, many of these vines have
died off leaving us with only a small amount remaining. With
a little more time and care this year, we are hoping we can
replant the vines we have lost over previous years. This
year the fruit was fermented with our other Roussanne. This
vintage was not a year that we could separate too many
parcels as the volumes were so low, we needed to combine
to be able to ferment safely.
Our biggest parcel of fruit for the vintage was picked on the
29th February, the Home block Materne Shiraz, Devote
Greenock Shiraz. This parcel in years prior to 2019 used to
take us all day to process and we used to finish around
midnight. The last two vintages this has not been the case
and it was all processed in the early afternoon. This wine is
the only parcel that is machine picked, we then destemmed
and straight into our largest fermenter and remaining into
picking bins. We fermented dry, basket pressed and racked
into Vat 2 (one-year old Saint Martin French oak 3000L vat)
and a few puncheons.

The Standout for the vintage and the first Grenache was handpicked on 4th March by the Liersch family. This Divine
Grenache parcel comes from a vineyard planted shortly after WW1 and is fast approaching 100 years old. As we share
this vineyard with two other winemakers we are allocated just two rows, which means the quantity is always pretty low but
this year it is even lower but the upside is the fruit quality is looking spectacular, every winemakers dream, just wish we
had more. Destemmed into two picking bins for a whole berry ferment for 12 days, hand plunged, and basket pressed to a
2nd fill French oak puncheon.
The Mataro was picked on the 6th of March and is the fifth year taking this Mataro from the Sonntag family. I love the way
new fruit parcels happen in the Barossa and other wine regions, I got talking to our grower while dropping off our daughter
at dance practice and I asked what other varieties do you have on your vineyard. Once she said Mataro, I said I will talk to
Michael and ring you tomorrow! The rest is history. Again, as we share this vineyard with another winery, we are allocated
two rows. As we do not make much Mataro that is all we need. 100% whole bunch in two puncheons and the remaining is
destemmed and fermented in a picking bin. Basket pressed and straight to barrel for maturation.
Second Take Mataro/Vin de Soif
Our largest parcel of Grenache was picked on the 7th March and is the backbone of Second Take Grenache / Vin De
Soif. Located just up the road from us and planted in 1953 by Ron Schild in sandy loam. Eight years ago, Ron came to us
and asked if we were interested in any more Grenache. It did not take long for us to say yes and in doing so saved these
vines form being pulled out. Now eight years on, Ron’s son, Kevin, looks after the vineyard and is giving the vineyard the
love and attention it deserves. In a year that many growers are getting low Grenache yields, Kevin is still getting around
his average for the block. Much smaller bunches than normal but more of them, this was the only fruit that weighed
anything like normal. Four barrels of 100% whole bunch, one large fermenter with 50% whole bunch and 50%
destemmed, and a couple of picking bins for some foot stomping was achieved from the block. Once all fermented and
basket pressed, the 50% whole bunch and foot stomped parcels were racked to an old Foudre (2250L) and the 100%
whole bunch to a couple of older French puncheons.

11th March saw a new parcel of fruit come in. After chatting with some friends regarding the vintage and the lack of fruit,
the Edwards / De Saxe family mentioned they have planted up some vineyards a couple of years ago and if we were
interested in a couple of small blocks of 1st crop Shiraz. After a quick visit out to Marananga to see the vineyard, the
quick answer was yes. Planted on an amazing ironstone ridge, we were quickly impressed by the colour and flavour of
the Shiraz. Portion of whole bunches to a puncheon and the rest destemmed to two picking bins for some hand plunging.
Basket pressed and racked to barrel. We are pretty keen to see how this wine turns out. Second Take Shiraz /YP Shiraz
The last block of fruit for vintage 2020 was picked on Friday the 13th March. Cinsault from the sandy floors of Vine Vale
came in late in the afternoon and put through the destemmer/crusher. Fermented in two picking bins, hand plunged, and
basket pressed to a single French oak puncheon. Light, bright and crunchy, Cinsault makes the prefect little blender.
Vin de Soif
As much as a very different vintage and a low yielding vintage, 2020 gave us time to reflect and have more time to make
decisions on fruit parcels and how we want to process each parcel. More time to look at patterns in vineyards and vintage
conditions of the past few years and what may be in the future. All wines wild fermented well this year with exception of
the Vermentino which was slow to kick off, but once vintage progressed the yeast spores were very active in the winery.
I think 2020 was a year that we may not have connected with the surrounding community but allowed us to reconnect
with these vineyards and parcels and really think about the seasons that may come ahead and how we approach them to
make the best wine we can in future.
There is always good to come out of something and we are hoping for a nice amount of winter rain to set ourselves up for
vintage 2021.

- Susan Papps

